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Main Problem



Most neutrinos come from pion / kaons decays inside the LHC’s beam pipe. 
→ Neutrino spectrum sensitive to forward pion / kaon production. 

Importance for Forward Neutrino Fluxes

Neutrino Energy [GeV] Neutrino Energy [GeV]



1. Can we tune Pythia for forward experiments?

2. Which experiments can we hope to tune to?

3. How can we estimate the uncertainties in our tune?

Main Questions
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region. 

Before Tuning

Too many pions and too few far neutrons
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Tuning Parameters
Many parameters A few parameters

+ a few more



Tuning Method
A few parameters

+ a few more

Forbid popcorn production
● Forbids a beam remnant diquark from hadronizing into a 

meson → Less mesons (𝜋0), more baryons (n)

● Tune the primordial transverse momentum of partons within a 
colliding hadron:

○ A main source of pT. Tuning conservatively gives a 
strong handle on forward predictions with modest 
impact on central predictions

Tuning the fragmentation function on the 
beam remnant to provide harder or softer 
hadrons
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analyses are 
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the forward 

region. 

Simultaneous 
tunes can be 

achieved

How much forward physics data can we fit at once?
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Analyses Targeting Diffractive Processes
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Neutrino 
Energy [GeV]
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Naively, one could take the 
error band defined by multiple 
generators’ predictions

Problematic:
uncertainty strongly depends 
on the weakest generator

Estimating Uncertainty



Estimating Uncertainty - Replica Tunes

*See section 4A of FASERnu technical proposal for a more thourough discussion on this

● Can diagonalize covariance matrix, find 
principal axes in parameter space, and obtain 
naive chi-squared confidence level

● But data do not follow a chi-squared 
distribution*, so how to define a meaningful 
confidence level?
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*See section 4A of FASERnu technical proposal for a more thourough discussion on this

● Can diagonalize covariance matrix, find 
principal axes in parameter space, and obtain 
naive chi-squared confidence level

● But data do not follow a chi-squared 
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○ Compare tuning with experimental error



Estimating Uncertainty - Replica Tunes

● (very) Preliminary tuning 
uncertainties



1. Can we tune Pythia for forward experiments? ✅

2. Which experiments can (or should) we tune to?
LHCf has been the priority but we are looking at others

3. Can we estimate the uncertainties in our tune?
Yes, but the uncertainty should be taken with a grain of salt

Main Questions



Thank You!
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First Results
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